INTRODUCING KIDS
to FIREARMS and
HUNTING
by Chris Stipes, MyFox
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EIDI RAO KNOWS A LOT ABOUT GUNS
and so do her four children who range in
age from 4 to 12. "'What's your favorite
part about coming to the range?”
“Shooting," said 7-year-old John John. The boys
have been shooting and hunting their entire lives.
"What's your favorite part?”
“I like hitting the target and having fun," said
10-year-old Matthew. And that's just the way their
parents want it.
"We try to get our kids exposed as early of an
age as possible," said Heidi Rao.
She is a Texas Parks & Wildlife hunting
education specialist and her husband, John, is a
longtime Texas Game Warden. They're on a
mission to educate more parents on how to safely
introduce firearms to their kids.
"There's a huge gap, a huge disconnect of these
children who are not brought up around guns," said
Heidi.
Texas has the most gun dealers in the country
while Harris County has the most concealed
handgun permits in the state.

"Kids are going to be exposed to guns. You
have to take away the mystery,” said John Rao.
Chances are even kids who don't have a gun in
their home, will come across one somewhere else.
"When your child goes over to somebody's
house, you may not have a gun at your home, but
are you going to interview every parent your kid
knows? For their own safety they need to
recognize a gun and how to make a gun safe and
how to safely handle a gun," said John.
That's why the couple from Clear Lake selfpublished the book for parents called “Introducing
Kids to Firearms and Hunting.”
"If you start from an early age and teach them
how to be responsible and how to learn about a
firearm the mystery is gone," said Heidi.
"You hide something from a kid, it's like telling
someone not to push that button, they're going to
push that button," said John.
So while the four Rao boys have plenty of fun
with their firearms, they know safety is number
one.
“It's important because you can get killed using
guns," said 12-year-old Dominic Rao.
You can learn about the couple's efforts at
www.northamericanoutdoors.org.
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